Vestibular decompensation in labyrinthectomized rats placed in weightlessness during parabolic flight.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the absence of gravitational cues during weightlessness could alter the posture and static eye deviation of Earth compensated rats with peripheral vestibular lesions. The responses of bilaterally (BL) and unilaterally (UL) labyrinthectomized rats at a compensated stage (40-43 days after lesion) during parabolic flight were compared with those at an acute stage (2-7 h after lesion) on Earth. When free-floating in 0 g, UL animals showed the same postural pattern as during water immersion just after surgery. The most striking observation was a continuous roll body motion at about 4 Hz, and a skewed asymmetric posture. When restrained in 0 g, static eye deviation was also comparable to that observed at an acute stage. A return to a compensated posture and gaze was observed within a few seconds following the end of the weightlessness conditions. BL animals were less affected. These results suggest that vestibular compensation after unilateral lesion can be disrupted momentarily and is a fragile state during which the otolith system in the remaining vestibular apparatus presumably plays a continuous role.